Good day all.
For the month of January 2020 we had eighteen incidents. Four suspicious incidents,
five break-ins with theft, two off-premises incidents, two stolen dustbins, three
vehicle thefts and two incidents of cable theft.
This year’s January compared to the same time last year:

Crime is relatively average for a January.

Comparison of total incidents during the years we have been keeping track of
incidents:

As always, keep safe and vigilant this month. Report suspicious people or activities to
Interactive security, ADT or SAPS. Report any incidents to
incidents@muckleneukhill.co.za even if you might think it insignificant; report it in
any case and we will investigate further.
Regards
Alfie Barnard
Incident Manager MHSI.

DATE
02/01/
2020

LOCATION
KRUIN
STREET

01/01/
2020

LENTE
STREET

02/01/
2020

Berea Street

03/01/
2020

Kruin Park

08/01/
2020
08/01/
2020
12/01/
2020

SMITH
STREET
BEREA
WEST
(<360)
Arnoldi crn
Lukas Str

17/01/
2020

DOUGALL
STREET

TYPE
Suspicious
people

DESCRIPTION
Suspicious white Mercedes C class, 2 B/M got out
of vehicle and investigated garage door and light.
Neighbour spotted them, they got spooked and
they left. Came back sometime in the night/early
morning and stole the light fitting and the ceramic
numbers.
Break-in:
Break-in through very small window, disabled
with theft
alarm, then took their time to ransack the house.
Stole all electronics and power tools. Gained
access from neighbor who is building. Time and
date are estimates, as it happened while away on
holiday and was only discovered later.
Off
Same Mercedes tried to break into a car parked on
premises
the side of road, ran away when they realised there
incident
were people in the car.
Off
Kruin park and resident discovered discarded
premises
small plastic bags (drugs) waterbottles, cigarette
incident
boxes, credit and debit cards, old cellphone.
Cleaned up..Called security vehicles in to show
the the area...to maybe hit spotlights at night on
the area. Took the items to Sunnyside Police
station.
Trolly/dustb Dustbin stolen
in related
Trolly/dustb Dustbin stolen
in related
Suspicious
vehicle /
theft of
vhicle

Robbery:
confirmed

Two suspicious white Fortuner bakkies with 2 BM
parked in reverse in front of Kruinpark motor gate.
One guy changing number plate on the spot, other
standing in front on street edge checking who is
coming up Lukas or Arnoldi str. Guy on the
lookout had something in his hands which was
covered with a light cloth. As we passed, he kept
an eye on us. Accidentally let our alarm go off.
Reported the suspicious behavior When we went
back out to check if they were still there but they
were gone.
Two black males entered a rented portion to the
main house. The domestic worker who was in the
rented portion screamed and the perpetrators fled
taking one laptop out of a bag from the sofa. The
owner of the property and the gardener were
outside in the garden at that stage. The gardener

had heard the screams, saw the feeling
perpetrators and screamed thieves. They pointed a
gun at him, but fortunately ran away immediately
after. It is not known if they were on foot or in a
vehicle.
17/01/
2020

DOUGALL
STREET

Break-in:
with theft

18/01/
2020
19/01/
2020

MIDDELBE
RG STREET
ORMONDE
STREET

Theft of
vehicle

23/01/
2020

SIBELIUS
STREET

23/01/
2020

ORMONDE
STREET

25/01/
2020

ORMONDE
STREET

27/01/
2020
28/01/
2020

CELLIERS
STREET
ST.
PATRICKS
ROAD

Cable/manh
ole cover
related
Cable/manh
ole cover
related
Break-in:
attempted
Theft of
vehicle
Vehicle:
break-in

Just after the above incident had taken place,
Interactive security officers saw a black male
exiting Dougall Street. He had been stripping the
unoccupied house from all possible metal and
electrical items for some time, even stealing doors
and braking glass out if stained glass windows and
doors to retrieve the lead strips. The police had
been called by a neighbour twice before with no
success of finding the perpetrator inside the
property. The property has been vandalised and
stripped twice before as it has been standing
empty for the past two years. The owner of the
property filed a case against the perpetrator. He
was released after unknown days and rearrested on
29th January after being caught outside the
property with items from the house.
VW Polo stolen in Middelburg street. Was later
found, damaged, near Attridgeville.
Car (Silver Toyota Etios) stolen from pavement. 2
to 3 BM in white Toyota Corolla. are scanning the
area. The same car was spotted around 09:10 in
Middelburg Street. Opportunistic theft. Took 7
seconds to break into car and 80 seconds to
deactivate alarm/security system.
Cable stolen, residents without power.

Cable stolen, residents without power.

In the morning neighbour discouvered this
attempted break-in. One out of two locks on the
gate was cut. This is second attempt in few month.
Light blue/ silver metallic VW polo with tinted
Windows. stolen from drive way

29/01/
2020

DOUGALL
STREET

Break-in:
with theft

30/01/
2020

MIDDELBE
RG STREET

Theft of
vehicle:
attempted

A neighbouring worker heard breaking noises
from this property. The police and real estate
agent were called and on arrival of the agent the
perpetrator was caught walking down Dougall
Street with stripped items in a bag. The owner was
called to site and asked by the police to meet them
at the Sunnyside police station with the perpetrator
Possible hijack. Resident turned into bottem
Middleburg str from Berea str. Saw a white
Mercedes E class led lights and a black glass
panoramic roof with 3 occupants, slowly cruising
up from the bottom of the cul De sac. He also
drove very slowly. The Merc went up over Berea
into the gated part of Middleburg str and did a u
turn and were watching him, The resident
meanwhile turned into his driveway and watched
them. Suddenly the Merc spend towards
him.Resident sped into his driveway and closed
his gates quickly..Merc saw the gates were closed,
did a u turn and sped off.

